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In fact, the operative mortality rate attending transabdominal colonic polypectomy was found to exceed the agespecific ratio of cancers to polyps. To
this day, there is no controlled clinical
trial confirming that any particular
—
strategy of benign polyp removal reduces the mortality from colon cancer
John S. Spraft, Jr.
or adds to human longevity.
Department of Surgery and
“This first paper of mine was presentCommunity Health
J. Graham Brown Cancer Center
ed by Moyer, my now deceased surgical mentor, at the annual meeting of
University of Louisville
the American Surgical Association and
Louisville, KY 40202
attracted immediate and broad attenJune 20, 1983
tion because of the documented devia°Onmy return to Barnes Hospital as
tion from past thinking and the economic significance of the study in dea first-year assistant resident in 1955,
after being away for two years of postflating the justification of high-cost
internship Naval duty, one of my first programs for the mass removal of
rotations was in surgical pathology un- benign polyps. This paper also quesder LV. Ackerman. As was Ackerman’s tioned the credibility with which morcustom, he gave almost everyone on his
phological pathology can be used to
service a project. He said, ‘Spratt, you predict the rate or frequency of evolugo look up polyps.’ What he did not tion from benign to malignant states.
know was that my premedical interests
“Subsequent studies rapidly strengthhad been in mathematics and that I suf- ened these conclusions by defining the
1
fered from the unfulfilled ambition to properties of small primary cancers,
obtain a PhD in mathematics. South- showing that the propensity of colon
western Medical School, near my home
cancers to metastasize to lymph nodes
and affordable, interposed. At the time was independent
2 of the size of the priI went to ‘look up polyps,’ I was more of
mary cancers, showing the enotmous
a mathematician than a surgeon, unbe- differences in growth rates that exist
3
known to Ackerman. To me the ana- between cancers and benign polyps,
tomical distributions, sizes, and patho- and showing that the same carcinogen
logical classifications became mathe- could induce both cancers and benign
matical distributions, frequencies, and
polyps but that the cancers began as
rates that could be studied and com- cancers and did not go4 through the
pared. I found, with Carl Moyer’s en- polypoid metamorphosis.
couragement, many incongruities in
“These studies have all stimulated inthe dogma that colon polyps were pre- tense arborizations of investigations by
malignant lesions or that any public
many students of colonic cancer. Cohealth advantage was being obtained Ionic cancer is still a major health probby trying to keep colons free of the lem that may yet5 be, one day, a preubiquitous benign adenomatous polyp. ventable disease.”
This paper challenged the dogma that all colonic
cancers evolved from preexisting benign polyps
and initiated a sustained period of restudy of
many issues related to the control of colon cancer
in man. [The SCI~indicates that this paper has
been cited in over 185 publications since 1961.]
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